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It's always great to find a little composition I totally forgot about.  During this period I had an interest in recorders and Bach's Brandenburg concerts so hence the recorder part. I need to move this over to Sibelius and just leave it as it is.  No revisions - it's not a big deal piece just a cute little thing and I'd probably ruin it if I tried to "improve" it.  
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A surprisingly clean copy of apparently composed directly to this paper - few measures crossed out and what is especially missing to me are any antidotes in the margins. I almost always dated each day as I came to start on the score that day and would jot a line of what was going on at that moement or time in my life. This score seems to have no "journal" entries or dates which is really unusual. It makes me wonder whether this is a copy from another much sloppier original. This one looks too clean for an original 1st manuscript. 
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Wow, I guess I really didn't want to leave 1977.  Of course this should be May 29, 1978.
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This is a photocopy of what likely is a yellow heavy card stock original.  
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The measure numbers I added later are interesting - could this mean I was copying out parts? Or was this when I entered it into a sequencer? Not sure....
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first notation software copy in Overture early 2000's. The Earthlink email came just after I was laid off at Opcode Systems in September 1997 and had to get my own email address. Apparently I greatly expanded the piece when putting it into the notation software. It's much longer. 
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This fermata is interesting to me because I did something similar in the Viola Profonda quartet. 






